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ABSTRACT 

When we talk about industry 4.0, we mean the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Like the 

skilled workers of the first industrial revolution, today’s factory and back office 

workers are seeing tasks once managed by humans handed over to robots and 

Artificial Intelligence bots. They are hearing about the factory of the future. And they 

are wondering what role they will play in the new operating model. As a result of this 

research, the expectation is that the Industrial 4.0 transformation of the industry will 

deeply affect human resources management processes due to its business 

environment. At each stage, it is foreseen that technology-integrated business 

processes will cause some of the unskilled employees to lose their jobs, while the 

higher qualified employees will be needed more, but it will be difficult to find these 

employees and keep them at work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



INTRODUCTION 

The transition to Industry 4.0 influences all sectors within a business. As this 

transformation calls for a reset within HR department, recruitment processes are no 

different than the rest and will need to be reviewed. If internal HR teams and 

agencies fail to adapt, they will lose their competitive advantage. To continue to find 

the best talent for the jobs available, you will have to accept and learn to deal with 

this evolution. With this change, intelligent robots will be used more effectively in all 

business processes. When we look at the case from the perspective of human resource 

management, the change aimed at the Industry 4.0 initiative will require less 

manpower in production, and qualifications in the labor force will change. The 

human resources departments have to keep up with this transformation by renewing 

themselves with policies in line with the formation of industry 4.0. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER ONE 

1.1. Overview of Industrial Revolution 

1.1.1 First Industrial Revolution 

 

The First Industrial Revolution covers the period starting during the 1760s to the 

1830s. During this period, production has developed from hand and muscle strength 

to machine use. By utilizing coal and steam rather than wood, the intensity of the 

machines has increased during this period. This situation has developed into the 

mechanization and establishment of factories. Family organizations and little 

ventures have left their place in huge production lines. The utilization of steam, coal, 

and iron as fuel sources and crude materials accelerated railway development. The 

primary Industrial Revolution was characterized as the hardware of production 

(Siemens 2016). The First Industrial Revolution, which started in England, spread all 

through Europe and America over the long run. This extreme change in production 

influenced social development. The normal life expectancy was delayed, and the 

populace expanded. Everyday life has become practical, and personal satisfaction has 

increased with the increase in the quantity of products produced with the reason of 

mechanization, Europe has turned to the Middle, Near, and far East where it can offer 

prizes and wellsprings of raw materials. International relations have been influenced 

by this circumstance (ESO 2015). 

 

 

 

 



1.1.2 Second Industrial Revolution 

Second Industrial Revolution Started around 1840–1870. After the primary Industrial 

Revolution and the mechanization of production, the establishments of the new 

revolution have started to arise. The Second Industrial Revolution began with Henry 

Ford's large scale manufacturing band plan. The Second Industrial Revolution has 

arisen with changes in fundamental raw materials and energy sources. Steam, coal, 

and iron, steel, electricity, chemical materials, and petroleum materials have been 

utilized in the creation cycle. The improvement of steel production has assumed a 

significant function in the advancement of the creation process, particularly the 

railways. The assistance of transportation made it simple for manufactured materials 

to arrive at new business sectors and make available raw materials. Then again, other 

new improvements, for example, phone, radio, typewriter, and newspaper have 

additionally molded correspondence and transmission. In the Second Industrial 

Revolution, electric innovation was created and begun to be utilized in production 

lines. This has permitted us to build up the machines, increment in the amount of 

production, and meet the idea of large-scale manufacturing. The fundamental players 

of the Second Industrial Revolution were England, Germany, USA, and Japan. This 

revolution is characterized as the “massification of production”. 

 

 

1.1.3 Third Industrial Revolution 

In the initial portion of the 20th century, industrialization and innovative 

advancement eased back down because of the two incredible world wars. Moreover, 

negative monetary improvements, for example. In 1929, the world experienced a 

global crisis. The Third Industrial Revolution started to utilize programmable 



machines, which in 1970 made mechanical and electronic technology to leave their 

place in computerized innovation. In this period, innovations, for example, PCs, 

microelectronics, fiber optics, lasers, media transmission, atomic, biotechnology have 

impacted the bearing and a type of improvement in production. With the utilization of 

PC and correspondence technologies in production process, mechanical and practical 

products have started to enter our lives (ESO 2015). In the Third Industrial 

Revolution, environmentally friendly power sources, for example, the sun and the 

wind have gotten significant with the incurable sources and environmental concerns. 

Accordingly, the requirement for body power starts to grow. Now we are in a time of 

another industrial revolution. It began with a period where interrelated cycles were in 

correspondence, objects associated with one another by means of web accumulated 

information and totally changed the production cycle, and machines began to 

emphasize communication with individuals. 

 

 

1.2. New Revolution: Industry 4.0 

The idea of the Industry 4.0 can be portrayed as an expansion in the measure of 

digitization all through the whole value chain, and a potential organizing of 

information sharing between individuals, objects, and systems in real time. The 

Fourth Industrial Period arose when the machines utilized in production began to 

oversee themselves and production measures without the requirement for human 

force. This structure, which is alluded to by the idea of "the Internet of things", 

stretches out to the self-administration of the manufacturing factory. The Fourth 

Industrial Revolution was first spoken at the Hannover Fair in 2011. In October 2012, 

the Bosch Group and previous SAP CEO Henning Kagermann made a working 



gathering and introduced the Fourth Industrial Revolution proposition document to 

the German Federal Government. The German government started setting up its own 

Industry 4.0 change guide in 2013. Bosch partook in the Industry 4.0 working 

gathering and assumed a main job (Siemens 2016). Industry 4.0, which was embraced 

toward the start of 2011, has become a market of billions of euros from a specialized 

term within a time of 6 years. By 2020, it is normal that solitary 140 billion Euros 

will be put resources into Industry 4.0 inside Europe. Besides, it is foreseen that 14 

billion gadgets will connect with one another through the Internet of articles (ESO 

2015). In 2013, the "Industry 4.0 Platform" (www.plattform-i40.de) was tried to 

forestall the Industry 4.0 from being only one hypothesis and to make a move. This 

stage is principally pointed toward supporting the improvement of new innovations, 

characterizing the essential principles for the Industry 4.0 vision, distinguishing new 

plans of action, and directing network mindfulness exercises (Siemens 2016). Over 

time, the idea of Industry 4.0 has become the focal point of all nations that have 

created past Germany to plan another modern framework.  

 

With the help of the fundamental legitimate guidelines, this idea is proposed to be 

more boundless and to make more viable open doors for new products and cycles. 

Industry 4.0 additionally presents different difficulties and dangers for organizations. 

The difficulties of this variety can be summarized in four regions: economic, social, 

specialized, and ecological (Hecklaua et al. 2016). 

 

1.2.1 Distinctive Features of Industry 4.0  

The distinctive developments this new era brings are as per the following:  

• Global cooperation of capacity frameworks and resources with machines.  



• The advancement of special intelligent items with location information.  

• The smart factories, adjusting to product specification.  

• Realization of new business plans.  

• New social infrastructure in the working environment for the employees, business 

structure being delicate to individual contrasts.  

• Better work/life balance.  

• Responding to individual consumer requests.  

• Intelligent software produced for guaranteed reaction to engineering and issues. 

 

 

1.3.0 Concepts of Industry 4.0 

It is necessary to know its concepts in order to understand Industry 4.0. Knowing 

these concepts give important clues about what might be happening today and in the 

future. 

 

3D Printers  

The 3D printer is a machine that changes automated three-dimensional PC data into 

veritable things that can be managed. 3D printer development tends out for a wide 

zone. The zones of usage of this development have a span from information 

progressions, genetic characteristics, medicine, to industry, food, and gems.  

With 3D printers, a huge load of things is conveyed, including human tissues and 

instruments. These devices fundamentally lessen creation costs. While the formation 



of the arrangement in the virtual climate is refined through various CAD programs, 

the CAD is checked with a current article and moved to the virtual concentration by 

examining. Models that can move with boundless concealing decisions are conveyed 

with 3D printers.  

  

Web of Things  

The Internet of Things (IoT) is an arrangement of interrelated registering gadgets, 

mechanical and advanced machines, articles, creatures or individuals that are given 

remarkable identifiers (UIDs) and the capacity to move information over an 

organization without expecting human-to-human or human-to-PC cooperation.  

 

Virtual Reality  

The PC produced experience also known as virtual reality is the standard feature of 

Industry 4.0. Increased the truth is the live, direct, and underhanded imagery of this 

current reality objects upgraded by PC made sound, picture, plans, and GPS data. The 

possibility of computer-generated reality is applied in various different areas, for 

instance, PC games, delight territory, military applications, prosperity region, 

training, the travel industry, designing, and deals promoting. In the business, the 

virtual atmosphere is used at each point, for instance, creation orchestrating, plan, 

creation, organization, support, testing, and quality control. 

  

Reproduction  

Reproduction is defined as the creation of an artificial climate or impersonation of the 

request in a convenient way for the activity of any cycle or framework in the 



specialized sense. Emulating cycles or frameworks in reality exceptionally near 

reality gives incredible focal points in numerous regards from sparing time from 

human effort to dodging gains from monetary increase.  

 

Simulation 

Simulation is defined as the creation of an artificial environment or imitation of the 

order in a timely manner for the operation of any process or system in the technical 

sense. Imitating processes or systems in the real world very close to reality provides 

great advantages in many respects from saving time from human effort to avoiding 

gains from economic gain. 

After the steam, electricity, and computing forces entering the factory in the first 

three industrial revolutions, the simulation technology is now used in factories and 

provides significant benefits. 

 

 Smart Factories  

Digitalization has stood up to mankind with the idea of intelligent life. Previously, the 

regular work completed by strong force would now be able to be acknowledged by 

machines and web organizations. The utilization of digital frameworks in production 

is called Smart Factory.  

Highlights of smart factories include:  

• Being fruitful in overseeing complex creation measures easily and rapidly.  

• Its items being smooth and enduring.  

• Inside them, machines, individuals, and production resources are in connection. 



 

Cyber-Physical Systems 

The digital actual frameworks, which intend to raise the limits among genuine and 

virtual worlds, and to make a wide correspondence network with the Internet of 

things, establish one of the powers at the core of Industry 4.0. Cyber-physical system 

are intelligent frameworks in which ever-changing information are all the while 

connected together in a virtual cloud framework. The digital world depends on the 

actual side of the world. The limits of the actual world grow with the digital world. 

The cyber-physical frameworks that the digital and actual world meet up are 

comprised of these two components. 

  

Big Data  

The headway of innovation, the improvement of the Internet, and the online media 

transformation has encouraged admittance to data. The data that is anything but 

difficult to get to likewise brings the issue of futile and wrong data with it. This mass 

of data has been portrayed as data trash. Extricating genuine and dependable data 

from this zone, where so much data is included, drives us to the idea of Big Data.  

Large Data, online media sharing, Internet insights, web journals, photographs, 

recordings, logs, and so forth, change all gathered information from sources, for 

example, surfaces into important and serviceable structures. At the point when this 

changed over information is accurately deciphered, it makes an extraordinary 

commitment to organizations taking vital choices and dealing with their dangers.  

  

Smart Robots 



The robot is described as an electro-mechanical device that performs pre-

programmed tasks. The biggest use of robots is industrial production. Robot 

technology is called “Robotics” and “Mechatronics” in the literature. When we say 

“automation”, robots or robotic technologies come to mind. Robots are still widely 

used in production. Robot technologies are important to increase the effectiveness of 

Industry 4.0. For example, in smart factories, robots will manage production by 

recognizing each other, doing business, communicating, analyzing, and adapting 

more quickly to changes. In the automotive sector, in a variety of production 

processes such as paint, assembly, welding, quality control, a large number of robots 

are used. With Industry 4.0, robots are aimed at achieving a totally robotic approach 

to production. 

  



CHAPTER TWO 

2.1.0 The Impact of Industry 4.0 and the role of Human Resources 

Human resource management is defined as a strategic approach towards the effective 

employment and development of a highly committed and qualified workforce to 

achieve the company’s objectives.  

Since its first introduction in the mid 1980s, fundamental elements of this idea were 

the organization of HR just as the enrollment, determination, staffing, maintenance 

and release of employment. Another fundamental capacity is the advancement of 

workers, regularly alluded to as human asset improvement. 

"As of now, in any event 65 % of kids who go to elementary school will work in 

positions that don't yet exist when they have finished school instruction," said WEF 

(2016), the World Economic Forum's "Eventual fate of Jobs" report.  

Nine of the 18 factors that are anticipated to influence business structure later on are 

the foundations of innovation: portable web and cloud innovation, the expansion of 

registering power, henceforth the preparing limit of Big Data, new energy suppliers 

and advances, Internet of articles, mass data trade through web, sharing economy, 

peer-peer sharing stages, profoundly created automated and autonomous 

transportation, artificial knowledge and learning of machines, progressed creation and 

3D printing frameworks, progressed materials, biotechnology and genomics.  

Later on, the capacity to produce will come from a more basic factor than capital. The 

expansion in the degree of your capacity will bring about lower compensation in the 

lower ability, higher wages in the higher expertise, which will expand social pressure 

(Schwab 2015). Industry 4.0 will change the everyday ways of life of networks and 

all the propensities for business life.  



 

This change should stay up with states, social orders, organizations, and 

representatives. The individuals who can't find change will confront the danger of 

financial vanishing. This change, which happens over states, social orders, 

organizations, and workers, will likewise affect human asset the board in an essential 

manner. Industry 4.0 will change all means from creation to appropriation, from 

circulation to advertising, and will consolidate revolutionary advancements inside the 

association. 

 

2.1.1 Human resource (HR) practices 

HR practices are considered as one of the essential sources by which organizations 

can shape the skills, capacities, practices, and attitude of its workers to accomplish 

organization objectives. Managers can upgrade the innovativeness, Knowledge 

management capacity, and learning among representatives by planning the HR 

practices appropriately. As HR practices are critical for competitive advantage in an 

information-based economy.  

HR Practices which should be designed accordingly for development and learning are 

training, staffing, execution examination, compensation and occupation plan. In 

industry 4.0, Managers need to plan these HR practices with the goal to advance 

innovativeness and learning in the organization. 

 

2.1.2 Strategic perspective 

Building up a labor force to meet present and future market needs hypothesizes the 

recognizable proof of required abilities.  Capabilities are characterized as the 



arrangement of aptitudes, abilities, information, mentalities and inspirations an 

individual necessity to adapt to work related undertakings and difficulties 

successfully.  

 Most creators distinguish four principal classifications to group abilities. Initially, 

specialized capabilities involve all work-related information and aptitudes, while 

also, methodological capabilities incorporate all aptitudes and capacities for general 

critical thinking and dynamic.  

Thirdly, social capabilities encompass all aptitudes and capacities too as well as the 

attitude to participate and speak with others. Finally, individual skills incorporate a 

person's social qualities, inspirations, and perspectives. Capability, then again, is the 

way toward building up the required set of skills through trainings and instruction. 

Skill improvement and capability associate as a ceaseless improvement cycle. While 

fitness improvement expects to distinguish required abilities and therefore, assists 

with uncovering basic holes, the motivation behind capability is to close those holes. 

To upgrade the transparency of this cycle, a competence model can be utilized. 

 

2.1.3 Employment 

The main challenge is the means by which to enlist for the new job application that 

have been brought about by the fourth industrial revolution. Likewise, this has led to 

so many difficulties and opportunities, in terms of the sourcing and maintenance of 

key specialized faculty and senior executives who can successfully oversee change.  

The essential principle of Industry 4.0 is to make intelligent networks along the 

whole value chain that can control each other autonomously by connecting the work 

pieces, machines and frameworks together. 'Man and Machine in Industry 4.0,' a 

report published by worldwide management consulting firm Boston Consulting 



Group, examines how computerization and advanced mechanics will influence about 

40 occupation classes in 23 businesses and in what manner will innovation change 

the modern labor force by 2025. Organizations ought to think about new ways to 

recruiting that focus on capabilities, instead of qualification determined by degrees 

and roles. 

 

2.1.4 Management approaches for industry 4.0 

Success in industry 4.0 is subject to the development capacity of big business; either 

it's about CPS (for example installed actuators, sensors, PC organizations), product 

reengineering, separation, or some supply network issues. In the event that 

organization needs to be smart, they need clever representatives, and atmosphere for 

learning and advancement, which requires reasonable management training. 

Management for industry 4.0 is without a doubt a significant issue and relatively few 

individuals have explored into. Industry 4.0 necessities to create abilities across 

various measurements in the associations as appeared in figure 1. There is need to 

create capacities to effectively oversee plans of action, and item portfolio, to get to 

expected market and clients, to upgrade esteem chain cycles and frameworks, hazard 

the executives and legitimate issues, and social administration because of 

globalization. 

 



     

Fig 1.0. Industry 4.0 capabilities develop across five dimensions and four stages 

 

It is a lot clear that in industry 4.0, organizations will confront numerous monetary, 

social, and technological difficulties, which requires dynamic abilities and inventive 

work force. Thus, it is critical to talk about that in what capacity would organizations 

be able to upgrade their abilities which prompts developments, to coordinate the 

necessities of industry 4.0. That is the reason by incorporating the writing with the 

coherent convictions, this investigation proposes a few administration practices to 

make the association viable with industry 4.0 by building up an atmosphere of 

learning and development, which can at last improve the organizational capabilities. 



 

2.1.5 Digital Transformation 

Digital transformation is characterized as the reconciliation of advance innovations 

with physical and digital frameworks, most innovative business models and new 

processes, and the improvement of SMART items and services.  

The distributed digital transformation monitor is the one of the EU activity 

distribution. The monitor offers the chance to screen measurable and verifiable proof 

of the movement of digital transformation in explicit areas and in all EU nations. It 

attempts to recognize key patterns in digital transformation and to quantify progress 

made at national and sector-specific levels. It additionally supports strategy 

advancement and examinations significant public arrangement activities. 

Then again, estimation of digital performance and following the improvement EU 

member states in digital competitiveness are made by the Digital Economy and 

Society Index (DESI). The DESI overall index is determined as the weighted average 

of the five main DESI measurements with the weights selected by the user: 1. 

Connectivity, 2. Human Capital, 3. Use of Internet, 4. Integration of Digital 

Technology, and 5. Digital Public Services. 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig 2.0 Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI) 2017 ranking 

 

Fig 3.0 

Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI) 2018 ranking 

 

 

Based on the published assessment in 2017 & 2018, it is clear that Denmark, Sweden, 

Finland and the Netherlands are among the most developed computerized economies 

in the EU, trailed by Luxembourg, Ireland, the United Kingdom, Belgium and 

Estonia (Fig. 2&3). Then again, Romania, Greece and Italy have the most minimal 



scores on DESI. This assessment can be utilized to look at EU Member States and 

assess their preparation for the execution of the Industry 4.0 idea. Finally, based on 

this state of art, we can agree that the idea of Industry 4.0 opens a new dimension of 

management science. 

 

 

Fig 4.0 PDCA Model 

 

2.1.6 Policies to Support Industry 4.0 Developments  

In its Industrial Policy Papers of 2012, the European Commission characterized six 

essential needs, three of which specifically cover zones identified with the Industry 

4.0 idea. In particular, these incorporate advanced manufacturing, key enabling 

technologies (for example batteries, smart materials and high-performance 

manufacturing processes), and smart network and digital infrastructures (where 

infrastructure and networking are viewed as vital).  



Subsequently, in 2013, the Commission named a Working Group on Modern Net 

Production and in 2014 a Strategic Policy Forum on Digital Business to Digital 

Transform the European Industry and Enterprises. The Forum suggested setting 

public targets, setting up centers of greatness, reinforcing normalization, guaranteeing 

financing and empowering the improvement of digital skills. European authorities 

likewise required an "observatory" for the digital issues and expanding political 

awareness about digital issues and strategy suggestions. 

In the 2014 revelation "For the European Industrial Renaissance", the European 

Commission stressed that digital technologies (including cloud computing, new 

industrial Internet applications, large information, smart factories, robotics and 3D 

printing) are critical to boosting European efficiency and advancement in 

organizations through new business models and developing new services and 

products.  

The issue of digital transformation of Europe is one of the main key activities of the 

EU. This business and trade transformation is a challenge for Europe and represents 

to a tremendous development potential for innovation. Conventional industries in 

Europe can expand on their qualities in advance digital technologies. This will open 

up these sectors to gain market share in the developing business sectors for products 

and services of the future. 

  



CHAPTER THREE 

3.1.1 Future of Human Resource Management 

 

At regular intervals, another method of technology surpasses our lives and changes 

things as we probably know them. Regardless of whether the steam-powered first 

industrial revolution (eighteenth – early nineteenth century), the replacement of steam 

with electricity in the second (between late nineteenth – mid twentieth century), or 

the automation drive of the third (second 50% of twentieth century), every revolution 

has carried with it changes that would have been unexpected before its beginning. In 

this way, as we remain at the cusp of Industry 4.0, it is practically unpreventable to 

think how it'll affect our expert professional worlds. 

This most recent pattern of automation which includes processes and products going 

from driverless vehicles, smart robots (bots as the people call them), artificial 

intelligence (AI), internet of things (IoT), big data analytics, cloud computing, and 

virtual reality (VR) is the new face of robotization and is set to change all parts of 

business management. 

 

Things HR should lookout for in the nearest future. 

● Reclassifying sourcing and recruitment – What drive prospective workers to 

join certain organizations? How do organizations locate the right talent as the 

battle for appropriate talent strengthens? And in the middle of it, how do we 

bring down recruitment cost?The scene today is dabbed with recruiters doing 

the careful occupation of scouting employment websites for appropriate 

profiles, but then we all know the success rates of this activity. Artificial 



Intelligence (AI) will change the manner in which resumes are sourced, 

looking through similar number of resume sites. With predictive analytics 

utilizing neuro-linguistic programming (NLP), it can analyze the previous 

achievement records in a specific job profile and afterward evaluate the 

suitable candidate with the satisfactory skills and experience. With video-based 

meeting, face expressions, choice words, voice modulation, quality of 

responses could be reviewed to spot creativity, subject matter information, and 

insight of the candidate while eliminating recruiter's personal biases. 

● Virtual Reality (VR) in Onboarding - There's an old joke, "The new 

employees can't even find the washroom on their first day." Onboarding will be 

made more powerful and reliable with VR. Every employee could get the 

office tour on their smart phones; they could meet their partners, tune in to 

their leaders on smartphones, which would accelerate the process of 

acculturalization. Google cardboard is an extraordinary illustration of VR 

onboarding device. Hours spent on exploring PowerPoint presentation or 

pursuing speakers will not be required. 

● Eliminating redundancies in HR tasks – Imagine a situation identical to a 

driverless vehicle in HR? The business related to mass documentations like 

new joining reports, account payable, invoices, and so on, is being given to 

robots. Robotic process automation (RPA) figures out how a worker does a 

tedious task and can-do similar task with zero errors. Furthermore, recall, 

robots do not need bathroom break, team or mid-day break! 

● Taking HR administrations to various level - Even for HR helpdesks, 

routine inquiries related to policies, measures, and so forth, will be tended to 

with speed and exactness with chat applications like Slack, Facebook 

messenger, Instagram and so on, or robots noting the questions on the 



telephone. Just the unpredictable or extraordinary inquiries will be coordinated 

to particular HR resources. 

● Reclassifying learning and making it more applicable - Companies today 

invest a great deal of time on role-based program, e.g., new Manager program, 

new Director program, and so on. All the new promotees need to go through 

one common program. However, every last one of us learns at an alternate pace 

and has diverse progress rates. This is an issue that AI will tackle. Machine 

learning algorithms, programs that gather designs from information and give 

experiences and help employees to find gaps in their area and points to the 

direction they should be focusing. Artificial intelligence likewise enables 

customized learning programs based on employee's data; skill set, experience, 

practices and learning designs. It can likewise provide a customized career path 

based on the potential, qualities, experience and exposures, profession goals 

and learning agility. Game based learning make learning more fun and 

customized. TED talk, Youtube, digital books are turning out to be basic stage 

for learning. 

● Employee commitment with wellness apps - Employee commitment 

activities are no longer limited to fun activities - office parties, offsites, team 

building occasions, cooking competition, and so on. Individuals and 

organizations are moving towards wellbeing and wellness following as a 

significant viewpoint for employee commitment. There's a huge utilization of 

internet of technology (IoT) in commitment wellbeing and fitness tracking. 

Organizations where employees are dispersed at various areas or are mostly 

working from home, creating a common engagement program is difficult. With 

the assistance of fitness app and virtual fitness coaches, organizations are 

preparing engagement programs where people could compete with each other 



and stay engaged via these apps. Lose to win contest, step challenges, and so 

forth, are a few models which we could see getting basic as commitment 

programs in the corporate. 

● Apps and smart analytics-based performance management - Top 

contenders and successful groups, top athletes, top chefs or winning 

organizations remain hungry for everyday improvement. A winning coach 

gives his/her elite performer feedback before, during and after the game, not 

after the season is over. The organizations are moving ceaselessly from yearly 

or occasional survey to instant/ongoing criticism. The technology is helping in 

this huge progress where it was found that the exhibition pattern of filling 

structures and holding meetings consumed a lot of hours. Computerized 

instruments, technologies, and intelligent machines can change individual's 

advancement, enabling supervisors to follow commitments from people and 

groups with more exactness and strong information. They can likewise help 

directors measure results with better transparency and effect since assessments 

can be more closely connected in time to the particular performance being 

evaluated. A more certainty based, smart information driven way to deal with 

execution the management helps enable at least two important developments. 

To start with, it makes the assessment process more open, reasonable, and 

transparent based on clear and justifiable information. Second, top notch 

information can be utilized to direct individuals' performance in a more 

powerful way. It helps coach and guide you to specific activities—possibly to 

associate with another group of partners or new information sources or even a 

way of life change. 

 

 



 

3.1.2 Role of HR in Performance Appraisal in Industry 4.0 

A performance examination framework which can suit industry 4.0 should be 

centered around employee development, result based methodology, and 

behaviour based approach, as these methodologies can encourage learning and 

development. Employees ought to get the criticism on their performance on 

routine basis. Besides the performance evaluation should be more objective, 

for example, there should be matrixes to evaluate the performance 

quantitatively. An ideal evaluation process ought to incorporate the foundation 

of performance standards, conveying the expectations, estimating the actual 

performance, contrasting the actual performance and the principles, discussing 

the appraisal with employee, and initiating the corrective action where 

necessary. Among numerous examination approaches, management by 

objectives (MBO) is getting popularity. 

MBO can be clarified as "A performance appraisal method that incorporates 

mutual objective setting and assessment dependent on the fulfillment of the 

particular goals". A common MBO program is portrayed by explicit objectives 

where targets are compact proclamations of anticipated results. For 

participative decision-making, managers don't assign the targets to the 

employees unilaterally. Objectives are not forced in the MBO program, 

managers and employees set the objectives and the approaches to accomplish 

the objectives by mutual discussion and consensus. Course of events is 

characterized for every objective, and there is continuous input in the MBO 

program. Continuous criticism allows manager and workers to screen the 

exercises and make the restorative move accordingly. MBO is a good approach 

of performance appraisal to be compatible with industry 4.0. 



 

3.2.1 Smart HR 4.0 leads to Smart People 4.0 

Consequently, the initial three industrial revolution as the transport and 

mechanical production revolution of the late 18th century; the large-scale 

manufacturing revolution of the late 19th century.  

The digital revolution of the 1960s, the Fourth Industrial Revolution or 

Industry 4.0 represents the combination of cyber-physical systems, the Internet 

of Things, and the Internet of Systems. Subsequent to examining the different 

new viewpoints that may come into HR and manners by which HR can make 

itself as well as the workforce future proof it is obvious that HR has to be smart 

to deal with this period of Industry 4.0. How does this new revolution 

influence the various elements of HR is a question. They need to patch up 

themselves to withstand these major changes that may come their direction.  

 Consequently, in a nutshell, the groundwork has to be set down as follows be 

it manufacturing or service sector. 

  

• Innovate and develop.  

• Identify abilities and leadership gaps.  

• Identify the obstruction and hindrances to change. 

• Identify the particular, future objectives.  

  

Hence, it is suggested that the leaders go with a particular activity plan. The 

Leaders need to act quickly as the change has just started. They need to 



anticipate a dynamic instead of a static future where there will be numerous 

situations arising where "wagers", dangerous "wagers" need to be made so that 

there won't be any second thoughts in future. The means should be greater ones 

to make a radical move as AI and automation will influence each business 

involved. 

It isn't only task of the HR or the IT department of an organization. The 

Leaders can secure individuals and not the individuals by supporting agility, 

flexibility and re-skilling. Coaching is a significant boundary that must be 

taken with due significance in order to give clearness and bearing to the 

employees in the necessary way in this persistently changing and challenging 

environment. The devices that are utilized in cyber physical system of 

revolution is shown in the fig.5.0. 

 

 

Fig 5.0 Tools used in Industry 4.0 



  



CONCLUSION 

The primary goal of this paper is to offer a perspective, and suggest the best 

administration practices for the organizations planning for the fourth industrial 

revolution. It is done by coordinating the current literature with the logical 

beliefs. The business climate of industry 4.0 is examined, which should be 

unsure and unsteady. Then the major goals and challenges of industry 4.0 as 

discussed such as embedded actuators and sensors, networks of 

microcomputers, linking the machines to the value chain, digital enhancement 

and reengineering of products, highly differentiated customized products, well-

coordinated combination of product and services, and furthermore value-added 

services with the genuine product or service, effective supply chain, and 

enabling cost leadership and differentiation simultaneously. 

On the basis of the argument that achievement in industry 4.0 is reliant on the 

development capability of enterprise, this study offers perspective on 

reasonable management practices including, organization structure, leadership, 

and HR practices. Furthermore, this paper also emphasizes on the need of 

short-term innovation, but long-term capabilities, and the willingness to 

abandon investment and knowledge, if required.  This paper also offers 

direction for future research on management practices in the context of 

industry 4.0. 

The fundamental practical territories of HR which are the individual 

competency development, collaborative team development and the 

organization structure and process development should be taken into 

consideration in this era of Industry 4.0. An ability model can be developed as 

recommended by the authors by distinguishing proof of arising difficulties, 



deduce the competencies to confront those challenges and visualize the 

capabilities with the reasonable instruments. 
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